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Prelude

Three fabled dvergar, grumpy, grouchy and mean
Gifted in crafting yet their crafts rarely seen

Treasured their makings, as gifts fit for kings
They used their craft to pull the Nords’ strings

They knew of a King, famed for war-lust and greed
And these dwarves knew exactly those two how to feed.

So they schemed, among roots, as old as the world,
And they brought relics powerful, like the myths of old

First came the youngest and brought a steel crown
“For thee, King,” he said but never lost his frown

“In thy Kingdom no one will ever disobey thy commands,
And in battle perfectly they will execute thy plans.”

Then came the middle and brought iron chain
“To guard you,” he said but from a smile there’s refrain

“Its rings will not break, from axe, sword or spear
All those against you will cower in fear.”

How the King marvelled, I fear there’s no telling
All could hear his exclaims in his dwelling

But, still, for his greed, he hesitated, suspicious
For the dvergar were fabled and their ways were capricious

Then came the eldest, and he wore his best smile
His sorry appearance could surely hide no guile,

Bent by old age, beard pointy and long
So much so it seemed as if he dragged it along

“Alas,” he said “Great King, I am too old to make a gift
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But all know of your strong men and your many ships swift
So I come with the greatest gift of long years
Knowledge I bring to those wise to lend ears”

“For I know of a treasure, fit only for Kings”
And he spoke of jewels, weapons, magic armors and rings

The King’s eyes widened, with each spoken word
And all the dwarves wanted in exchange was a sword

“Not the best, nor most magical, without jewels adorned
Simply unfairly stolen” the old dwarf almost mourned

“So here, good King, is your chance to be just
Only one Hold’s door knock down you must…”
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Cadet

He would not allow it this time.
It was a familiar scene, Gheshvirbrod and his squad picking on old Barghur. Sometimes they would 

trip him as he was doing his chores then hold his head down so he could not get up. Other times, like 
now, they would steal his mops or buckets and tossed them around among them, forcing him back 
and forth. Alekhaneros had tried to involve the drill sergeants but the incidents were always ignored. In 
fact, they were quietly encouraged, if anything. Challenging, prevailing, establishing physical and mental 
dominance over those of lesser worth was part of their education, after all. It was the Dweghom way. 
Today, young Alekhaneros disagreed.

“Enough, Gheshvirbrod!”
Gheshvirbrod turned and looked at the boy, curious more than anything else. By human standards, 

Dweghom children were only partly such. While full growth, like height, beard or muscle weight, came 
much slower, already by the second year of their lives, they had the mental and physical capacity to be 
self-sufficient, even raise weapons, if desperately required. Gheshvirbrod was still larger but the younger 
boy was not to be dismissed. Seeing the stance and expression on his face, the youth turned fully, facing 
the challenger. Despite his young beard and Alekhaneros’ lack of any but the softest of hairs, the two 
boys looked much alike. The same dark brown hair, the same green eyes, the same frowned look as 
they stared at each other. 

“Do not do this, maghen,” Gheshvirbrod said in an annoyed tone. His squad, noticing their leader was 
taking this seriously, shoved aside the old Dweghom janitor and his things and stood ready. “This was 
discussed. He is without worth.”

“I am no kid,” answered the young boy “and he is still Dweghom. Moaghm dorh!” he said, calling any 
near to witness his aghm, his weight and worth and the gravity of his words and deeds, as he charged. 

He tackled his elder, putting all the force he could muster behind it. Surprised by the sudden attack, 
half expecting his challenger would back down in the end, Gheshvirbrod found himself on the defensive. 
He used his elbow to punish the tackle, the younger boy groaning as it landed squarely on his spine. 
It was not enough. Gheshvirbrod grunted, out of breath, caught between the weight of the attacker and 
the stone floor. Biting through the pain on his back, Alekhaneros quickly rose, sitting on Gheshvirbrod’s 
torso, knees pinning his arms to the floor. He punched his almost helpless opponent straight to the 
mouth, hesitating in neither intent nor force. He was smaller than his adversary, yes, but Alekhaneros was 
a strong boy, performed very well in his drills and his combat marks were excellent. The muffled crack 
inside his target’s mouth made that evident, as a crimson stain was spat on the floor. But Gheshvirbrod 
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was simply older and already a Primary Camp senior, and his size made a difference. He groaned as he 
tried rising, slowly lifting the younger Dweghom from off him. Finally, freeing one arm, he blocked the 
next punch, struggling to release the other hand as well. A second punch stopped him, landing on his 
jaw. His thick skull drummed by the blow, his strength leaving him for a moment, his sight blurring.

Alekhaneros lifted his hand for a third, finishing punch. The blow from one of Gheshvirbrod’s squad 
found him on the temple first.

“Deaghm nutet,” he heard. His mind protested against the declaration, the words echoing in his mind 
as he slid to the side, almost lifelessly, losing consciousness. 

‘Your worth is nothing.’  

       *  *      *

The incident had cost him his rations for the night. By losing to another student in direct, unsupervised 
combat, and by invoking bystanders to witness his aghm, he had lost all points he had earned during 
the day. 

The point system was used during all twelve classes of Primary Camp. If one performed well in 
courses, one earned points and those points could be spent to buy things. In the beginning, you 
bought your way to higher classes. In higher classes the system became both more rewarding and more 
punishing. Rations, loggings, choice of duty, materials for courses, all those were connected to the point 
system and, later, not yet in Alekhaneros’ class, you could own a retinue, your own squad, from those 
whose worth was low enough. In Secondary Camp, the system became more complicated, resembling 
much more the actual Dweghom social structure. Slowly but steadily, Dweghom children learned the 
complexities of the aghm system used by their entire society, a concept that promoted individual worth 
and achievement  and rewarded it with everything from simple perks to the right to marry or to own a 
house, even the right to lead squads, platoons, armies, or the Clan itself. Today, Alekhaneros had earned 
nothing. He decided he should get nothing in turn, even if he had points he could use from before. A 
simple lesson about the future: one cannot get what one has not earned.

The boy had instead spent all third Watches of the Duty ascending. Layer by layer, he had jogged 
towards the surface. He did not try to beat his record of three half-watch quarters. He took his time, 
enjoying the hike, until he reached the mechanism of the gate. For a moment, the Dweghom young 
cadet gave way to a boy, jumping on the chains of the gate and climbing until he reached the huge, 
ecliptic window, over the oval sealed gates and even above the battlements. With a laugh, he jumped on 
the ledge, looking far into the horizon, before sitting there, with a big smile on his face. 

He would miss this, he realized. Not actually being on the surface. The openness now and then 
actually made him feel a little vertigo. But he would miss the variation of his surrounding, the excitement 
of the different. For the last Command, the eighth to twelfth classes of the Hold’s Primary Camp had 
gone for a field trip upwards. He had come up during his free Watches, whenever he was not part of 
the Roster. But now, in just half a dozen or so Rosters ahead, the March would reach the surface and 
end. Alekhaneros and his classmates would soon begin their return trip to the live Hold below and he 
would probably not see the surface again for a very, very long time. 

The March upwards had been part of their history lessons, combined with a small, first simulation 
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of a Campaign. Slowly and steadily, they had ascended towards the surface, memorizing the history of 
their Hold, all the while practicing formations and marching as an army would. Each abandoned layer, 
each sealed house they had passed, told the story of their ancestors, since the birth of the Hold, many 
Rules ago, since after the Breaking. This was not merely a metaphor. Mnemantic runes and depictions 
were inscribed everywhere, the walls literally filled with history, while the sealed houses of the ancestors 
of old that had earned them were adorned with depictions of their greatest deeds. Everything that had 
happened or, rather, everything that had mattered and was worth recording, the young Dweghom 
children memorized as they marched towards the surface. The near-perfect memories of their people 
would ensure they would never forget what they read. 

The memory of this entirely different surrounding is what he wanted to memorize. He sighed, almost 
giggling at the fog of breath that his sigh had made. It had been cold like this every time he had come 
up. He could feel it on his exposed skin, though the fire that burned deep inside every Dweghom kept 
the cold there, more like the feeling of a breeze after exercise than the freeze of a harsh winter. Still, 
he felt it much more than the damp coolness of the dark passages below and eventually, he would feel 
increasing discomfort.

It was, as he had been taught, night. He had also been taught that it was the best time in the surface, 
for the sun, a sphere of light in the sky, was annoyingly bright by all accounts. He disagreed. He had 
stayed until sunrise and once there were fewer clouds. The colors had looked very pretty. And they were 
so many! Besides, every time he had come up during the last Duties, the sky was mostly covered. Now 
and then he would see a patch of night sky, marvelling at the stars and the endless feel of the blackness 
around them. The Dragons had come from there, some said. The first of them, the High, before they 
had spawned progeny. But these were non-Memories, stories, nothing more. 

He spat on the ground, at the thought of the hated oppressors. Then he tilted his head, listening, 
his whole body tensing by a reflex instilled into him by endless drills since his second class of Primary 
Camp. Finally, he relaxed.

“I had more worth,” he said at Gheshvirbrod who showed up behind him, climbing the same way he 
had. It was not a provocation. It was simply a statement. 

“No,” answered the elder, still climbing up. “My worth bought my following. You could never win.” 
“You rely too much on them,” the youngster said. “Between us, I would have won.”
The older boy grunted, as he sat next to Alekhaneros. 
“I do not rely. They follow. You still don’t understand, same-blood,” he said. There was no word for 

their specific relation as children of the same parents. The relationship held no meaning or power. With 
Dweghom children being given to the communal crèches almost at infancy, family bonds were almost 
non-existent. But the two children had figured out their relationship, or rather were suspecting it. You 
could never be certain, cousins after all could look alike, as did members of a Clan in general. So, ‘same-
blood’. Used for clansman, kinsman, progeny and parent. A simple enough thought that would one day 
make the bond with the Clan as strong as a bond to a family.

“’Between us’ means also my squad,” went on Gheshvirbrod. “It is part of my aghm.”
“Then what of Barghur?” asked the boy, angered. “He is of the Hold. He is of our Clan. Why treat 

him so, of lesser worth, when you accept others of lesser worth?”
“Barghur has no aghm.”
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“There is no word for one of no worth. He is Dweghom still.”
“That is praise to the people, not the one,” Gheshvirbrod answered calmly, patiently. “You will be 

taught. All Dweghom have the blessing, all Dweghom are without the shackles of the Dragon Tyrants. 
Barghur too, yes. But what has he done with this blessing? He reached old age. He did not die but also 
did not excel. He never won a mate, he is not remembered for his deeds during a March and he feared 
the Descent. He was mediocre at his prime and at his old age he chose to mop and clean. He chose the 
work of automata and slaves, like the dhveorvs of old.” He spat with disgust at the mention of their slave 
ancestors, before going on. “His worth is nothing. You should not have thrown yourself for him. You 
have now less worth because of it. Ignore those without worth.”

Alekhaneros said nothing, his lips pressed tight together. 
“Do you see, same-blood?” Gheshvirbrod asked but he got no reply. He said nothing further either. 

They stayed in silence for some time, until he took out some arenkh, a type of bread made from fungi 
spores, cut a chunk and offered it. Alekhaneros shook his head. 

“It is good fuel,” said Gheshvirbrod, urging him again to take it. “There will be challenges among 
students at the end of the March and your loss today will prompt many. It would help.”

Again, the boy just shook its head, the same stubborn expression on its face. Gheshvirbrod sighed.
“You will understand. You are maghen still,” he said in the end.
“I am not a kid!” burst out Alekhaneros.
“Finally. You speak,” Gheshvirbrod said, turning to look at him with a smile. The boy glared at him 

for a moment but in the end it smiled too. Then they chuckled, until they burst out laughing. 
“How is your mouth?” Alekhaneros asked, in the end.
“You have strong hands, same-blood,” came the answer. “They took a tooth but I will grow a new 

one before Second Camp. How is your head?”
The younger boy shrugged and they fell silent again. It took some time for Alekhaneros to speak first 

this time.
“I wonder if tall men still live,” he said. “I would like to see one, one day.”
“They do,” came the answer. “The Mnemancers remember so.”
“I was not told!” said the younger boy, excited.
“Now you have,” Gheshvirbrod said. “They passed the mountains after the big quake before the Long 

Cold. Mnemancers from other Holds also shared their Memory of this. It is recorded. They are all 
camped near a big puddle, where it is hotter. They need water and greens. Long patrols have seen them.”

“I was told the patrols go further now,” Alekhaneros shook his head, agreeing. “The Sergeant said 
the Long Cold is ending. Passages among the white powder open. See? There and there, the powder is 
turning to running water. Patches of rock and dirt show. Perhaps one day I will march and see the tall 
men too.”

“Pff!” scorned the older boy. “Nothing to see. They are soft skinned and short lived. A male born 
now? He and his children would die before you join the Clan. They are of little worth. Before the Long 
Cold, those of the Clans without aghm would go live among them.”

“Still,” Alekhaneros said “I would like to see them.” Then he added, as an afterthought “maybe there 
is some worth in fighting them. They once ruled over much surface.”

“They did,” answered Gheshvirbrod seriously. “Then again, they had the luxury” he added, a smile 
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starting to form on his face. “There are no Dweghom on the surface.”
Sitting on the ledge of the giant window, the two laughed, the surface world wide-spread below them, 

as the sun just barely painted the horizon in red over the mountains and the snowed peaks and plains 
in gold.
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Footman

It was just the fourth Watch of the Roster in the Hold and the dead were already in the dozens. 
It had started with a challenge between two males of the same clan, over the courting of a female 

of another clan. Both men were of great aghm and they had well earned the right to a spouse. They 
both eyed the same woman, a warrior, praised by many for her aghm, her strength and her beauty. 
The Mnemancers had found the union with either acceptable, so it was up to Ghaërikka to choose her 
spouse. She had not done so, so both suitors found it in turn appropriate to prove which of the two 
had the most aghm, which would surely help her decide. They had presented themselves to their clan’s 
Thane, who had allowed the use of a squad from each for the challenge, but forbade the use of the most 
worthy warrior of each of their followings. It would be a battle with blunted weapons, which almost 
guaranteed there would be no deaths and only minimal losses to permanent injury for the clan. A usual 
arrangement for such matters and acceptable terms for all parties involved. 

Gheshvirbrod offered his hand to his opponent, who, with a bloodied lip and darkened eye, which 
grew more swollen and more purple with each passing moment, accepted it, nodding. 

“Well fought,” he said, as he got up, helped by Gheshvirbrod. “Deaghm dhorro,” he went on, panting 
“I see your worth, Gheshvirbrod.”

“Khedhorro deaghm, Ikhdaborr,” answered Ghesvirbrod, as was custom.
“Your skill and your following’s surprised me, same-blood,” said the other Dweghom, spitting blood 

from his mouth but raising his hand, to indicate no insult is meant. “You are all young. I thought you 
would perform worse compared to training. I will share this memory with the Mnemancers. And if 
Ghaërikka chooses you, I will not be challenged further. I wonder, though, Gheshvirbrod. Is him not 
your best of warriors?” He nodded towards Alekhaneros, who was helping his defeated opponents, 
ignoring the river of blood that flew from his own temple. Gheshvirbrod shook his head.

“He has much skill. But the Mnemancers will tell you, if you ask,” he said, nodding his head sadly. 
“His aghm is less than others of my following. He is not my most worthy warrior.” 

“He is perhaps of slow mind?” asked Ikhdaborr, as he pierced his swollen eye with a dagger.
“No,” came the answer. “For some things, he is of soft heart.”
“Ah…” said the defeated Dweghom, nodding gravely at this misfortune, putting cloth on his lip. 

“Cannot be helped then,” he added, then, looking behind Gheshvirbrod, he changed the subject. 
“Here comes Ghaërikka’s Thane,” he said, nodding towards him, but then he frowned. “Armed and 
with following.” Gheshvirbrod turned to look and frowned too, as did all those conscious, from both 
challengers’ followings. Alekhaneros came to stand next to him, and all three looked at the Thane in 
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silence. 
He was clad in a scale armor shirt that run all the way to his knees, spiked boots ringing with every 

step. His helmet, lifted from the face but still balanced on his head, had a drake talon on either side, 
turned upwards, like tusks, and two opposing bladed metal plates were standing like wings on the top. 
His axe was on his belt and his shield, a thick, block of steel with the mnemantic rune for his clan on it, 
casually strapped on his back. Speechless faces of ancestors, ever watching, never having a say, adorned 
his clothing, his belt, his shoulders. The ornamentation was another of the allowances gained by his 
aghm. He stood out compared to his men, over two dozen of them, who wore plain, mass produced 
armor, forged by automata, and same kind weapons, which they carried, not menacingly, but at the ready 
non-the-less. 

“Well fought, both!” came the Thane’s greeting, his smile showing under the thick, red beard, adorned 
with small plaques of pure steel, as if his very beard was scale mail. His voice was deep, bellowing down 
the empty hall, for they were upwards, in one of the sealed, abandoned plateaus, though not far from 
the living Hold below. “Well fought indeed! And congratulations to the victor!”

“Deaghm thadet, Dhaen Berbheridh,” said both suitors, bowing their heads, as they recognized the 
Thane’s far superior aghm. Their followings did the same.

“Truly, truly magnificent!” the Thane went on, dismissing the formality with a wave of his hand. “Such 
aghm displayed by… Ghesvhirbrod, was it?” 

“It is so, Dhaen,” answered the Dweghom coldly. The Thane was challenging him. The name was 
either known or it was not. A Dweghom did not forget but rarely, and only the insignificant details. It 
was a challenge of his worth. 

“Good, strong name,” the clan leader said. “It shall be remembered by the whole Hold before long, I 
am sure. No doubt today will also help our Ghaërikka to decide swiftly,” he went on. “Once the dowry 
is offered, the matter will be closed, I am sure.”

This second challenge made everyone, the men of both Gheshvirbrod and Ikhdaborr’s followings, 
look at the Thane coldly. Heads were turned, men and women rose to their feet, fists were tightened. 
Not much more than a dozen, less armed and lightly armored, it mattered not. They stood ready, for 
the challenge affected the entire clan and also, individually, each of them. When members of two clans 
were joined, the one of less worth between them joined the other’s clan. The opposite was possible 
upon the couple’s agreement and the acceptance of both clans’ Thanes. A dowry was only asked if a 
clan was parting with a member of higher aghm and the clan considered the loss significant. Ghaërikka 
was worthy, yes, but she had less aghm than either of her suitors. In a different case, she would be the 
one announcing her intentions about either of them to the Mnemancers. For her Thane to suggest a 
dowry was expected was to suggest that their clan was of little worth. And a clan was of little worth if 
its members were of little worth. 

The followings grumbled and grunted, one of the women spat, but everyone, even Ikhdaborr, waited 
for Gheshvirbrod to reply. He had just proved he was the one with the most aghm present of the clan. 
His was the weight to choose the answer to the challenges. But before an answer was given, the Thane 
added:

“The Clan Draegbhrud will suffice.”
 Dangerous silence fell in the hall. The Draegbhruda, weapons wetted by the blood of a dragon, were 
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a clan’s most prized possessions. A Clan Draegbhrud traced the memory of its existence to the Forefather 
that killed a dragon during the War, the founder of the Clan. It was not in any way different, not 
technically. The Mnemancers did not prize it above others, after all no material possession was prized for 
itself. But it was part of a clan’s Memory, a clan’s pride and history, a relic, often holding the memories of 
more than one warrior that wielded it. In Gheshvirbrod’s clan, all were taught the memory of Dheubrod 
the Slayer, the founder of the clan. All knew the memory of how he used his great, hooked blade to 
splice the scales of Bhaigharrodhakk, before delivering the killing blow and all knew the memory of the 
nine warriors that had wielded the weapon since.

All also knew that it was missing. The clan’s shame, the clan’s constant challenge. What Thane 
Berbheridh was challenging was not merely the aghm of the Clan. It was its very memory, its right to 
exist.

 “Your words are sharp, Dhaen,” he said, bringing his blunt, sparring axe on his shoulder. His clansmen 
grunted with approval. It was cowardly to speak challenges like that, when equipped with proper 
weapons, while the counter party had sparring ones. Alekhaneros, at his side, whispered something 
urgently to him. It was ignored. “It is a talk for Thanes this,” he went on. Again Alekhaneros urged him 
between his teeth, again he was ignored, while the rest grunted approvingly once more. A Thane should 
challenge Thane. “If beauty brought aghm, I would say the same. Ghaërikka would be worth such a 
dowry ten times over. Since it does not, no dowry is needed.” Ikhdaborr grunted approvingly again, 
as did the rest of their clan. Gheshvirbrod was proving worth through words as well. All approved but 
Alekhaneros, who started taking steps back.

“Tempered words,” the Thane said politely, but his voice was forged with irony. 
“It is my memory,” Gheshvirbrod said, standing proud and grim.
The Thane looked at him, smiling still, tilting his head mockingly.
“I, Berbheridh, disagree,” he said simply.
“I, Gheshvirbrod, will convince you,” came the reply, grimly serious.
It was not exactly suicide, charging them. Blunted weapons were still weapons, heavy and capable of 

causing harm in skilled hands. It was, however, obviously a disadvantage, not to mention that most of 
them were already tired and wounded from their bout and they were outnumbered almost two to one. 
No, it was not exactly suicide. It was necessary. 

“Moaghm dorh!” cried Gheshvirbrod, as he charged straight to the Thane. 
“Moaghm dorh!” cried Ikhdaborr next to him, his blunt great blade lifted above his head.
“Moaghm dorh!” cried everyone in their following, their cry echoing in the halls, resonating until the 

metal on their own armours trembled. 
Three fell on Gheshvirbrod before he could reach Berbheridh. With the same, sly smile on his face 

until it disappeared under his helmet, the Thane stepped back, two shields rising between him and 
his assailant. Gheshvirbrod fell on them with his own shield as he tackled, shield first, trying to break 
through. He did so, the two shields opening before his charging weight, the Dweghom behind them 
stumbling back, one falling, the other forced to skip back to stay on his feet. Lying on top of the fallen 
warrior, Gheshvirbrod swung his axe wildly towards the standing one’s legs. He cursed, for while his 
target growled in pain and lost his footing, the blunt weapon could not claim more. He never reacted to 
the third warrior that came from his left, even though he saw her. Sword-axe in both hands, she aimed 
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straight for his exposed head. Ignoring her, he used his plated elbow to smash the bodyguard’s nose, the 
one’s still pinned underneath him, before a dagger was drawn.

It was blind luck that saved him. His elbow grazed the face of the warrior, as he turned his head to 
the side with scared, widened eyes. With the blow not landing, the lack of resistance made Gheshvirbrod 
loose his balance and he fell flatly to the side. The sword-axe missed him by inches, smashing through 
the face of the Dweghom he had just missed. Unabashed by the fact she had killed her comrade, the 
female warrior above raised her weapon once more. 

She fell dead, the blunted, great sword heavy enough to crash both helm and skull when wielded by 
Ikhdaborr’s hands. He wielded it with skill and strength both, swinging in controlled arcs around him, 
to keep the others away from the fallen Gheshvirbrod. The latter looked shocked as he got up, picking 
his weapon and shield, searching around surprised before he locked eyes and nodded at Ikhdaborr, who 
answered in the same manner. With axe and shield in hand, he stood with Ikhdaborr next to him, their 
followings already engaged around them.

“Show me your worth!” Gheshvirbrod yelled, his bellow rising above the clamour of combat around 
him.

“Spill their blood!” came the Thane’s scream from the other side. “We need every single drop if we 
are to get any aghm from this sorry lot!”

“Two heads from each of you!” cried Gheshvirbrod in reply. “Two heads or go to the Surface!”
The urging cries and insults went on, as the two forces fought. Gheshvirbrod’s clansmen remained 

close, fighting side by side, forced by numbers. Outnumbering their opponents two to one, Berbheridh’s 
men were slowly circling them, using numbers to overbear their defensive line. The Thane remained in 
the back spitting insults, the enemies before him not worthy of his time. Gheshvirbrod and Ikhdaborr 
kept trying to open a way to him, so far to no avail. There were no orders for the manoeuvres, no 
formations called. Each Dweghom fighting was expected to know what to do, was expected to fight his 
best. Each was to prove their worth on the field, each was to gain aghm, each was to accept their possible 
deaths in the process. This was the way of the Dweghom. And Gheshvirbrod knew this all too well. 

Three of his following had died, another two from Ikhdaborr’s, while Ikhdaborr himself had fallen, an 
axe splitting his head. They were of his aghm, and he would keep their Memory but their deaths were 
accepted. For in the end, blood dripping from his beard, face twisted with rage, axe in hand ready to 
claim more, he broke the line. And Gheshvirbrod saw his aghm a few paces before him in the face of a 
Thane. 

But a Thane’s aghm includes his following. Panting through the pain and anger, Gheshvirbrod stood 
before a Thane, yes, and behind him a clan’s army. ‘Was this planned?’ he wondered fleetingly, while his 
eyes and mind searched frantically for a plan.

“Kill this whelp,” the Thane simply said. The rows of warriors with ballistae in their hands, loaded 
their weapons, ready to oblige. “For all the petty aghm he is worth” he added dismissively, as he turned 
his back. 

Gheshvirbrod threw his axe, aiming for the Thane’s head. The ballistae were lowered. 
The hall between them exploded in fire, sharpshooters screaming in flames, others, luckier, being 

scattered in the air by the force of the explosion. Dust crumbled from the ceiling and the chains linking 
the passage above rang as they moved. Some shots left their ballistae, burning bolts passing through the 
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explosion’s flames. Gheshvirbrod screamed in anger, trying to see through the smoke if his axe throw 
found its mark. Then he screamed more as a scorched bolt found his eye. 

“BERBHERIDH! I NAME YOU A CRAVEN AND YOUR CLAN LOVERS OF DRAGONS!”
The voice thundered around the hall. Grunting through the pain, Gheshvirbrod turned and saw, 

through one eye, his Thane, with his Sorcerer at his side. Alekhaneros was with him, clad in warrior 
armor, holding both his weapon and Gheshvirbrod’s own sharpened axe. Further back, whoever from 
the clan could come had come, half armored most of them, weapons at the ready, faces ready for combat. 
Without waiting for an answer, the Thane of their clan went on.

“DHEUBRODSÛN! BRING ME THEIR HEADS!” 
Then, all hell broke loose.

       *  *      *

“I saved your life!”
“You left the fight! You run, like a craven!”
“I saved half a dozen of the clan’s best! You included!”
“You stole my aghm! I brought down Berbheridh but now our Thane will be given the aghm! Not me! 

You stol-”
The punch on his good eye shut him up but not for long. The two Dweghom were soon at hands, 

rolling on the floor, landing blows where they could, pulling hair and grabbing necks, screaming, 
grunting, growling like mad men. All who passed by ignored them, shrugging indifferently at best. 

The battle had fired up bloods in the Hold. It had lasted for six Duties and was followed by another 
four of smaller skirmishes. Now, as the new Roster started, two Duties since the last bout, tensions were 
high still. Clan alliances had been called and by the end of the third Duty of fighting, the sealed hall 
where Gheshvirbrod and Ikhdaborr had sparred for the hand of Ghaërikka had been filled with bodies, 
so much so, that the fight had poured into the surrounding halls and corridors. On the fourth day, the 
Ardent had joined the fray, fighting, some said, for the side of the Dheubrodsûn. This surprised many, as 
Thane Hokhlosh Dheubrodsûn was known for his Tempered Memories and indeed he was remembered 
to call the Ardent crazy fanatics many a time. In this case too, many were those that remembered the 
Ardent fighting any they’d come across, not just one side. It mattered little in the end. As a response to 
their interference, the Tempered had been involved. The fanaticism and destructive powers commanded 
by those two castes had brought the fighting to a stop, as it often did, the clans not wishing to bring 
Drakes to the fight to be able to keep up. 

It had been a good Roster, over all. Much aghm had been earned over the twelve Duties, many deeds 
were performed to be remembered and most of those who had lived were content. More than that. They 
were eager, thirsty for aghm, to prove it and claim more, the thrill of War boiling inside them awakened. 
The Thanes had allowed some more Duties for things to cool off a little and were now considering 
inviting the Mnemancers for the Recording. Their work, gathering the memories of all who fought and 
deciding on the aghm of those involved, was important and slow. All respected it, so it usually ensured 
some measure of quiet. In the meantime, personal fights, like the one Gheshvirbrod and Alekhaneros 
were having, were commonplace. 
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With the exception of two elders who had stopped and silently judged the performance of both fighters, 
no one cared about the two friends fighting it out. In any case, they were in their clan’s halls and the two 
were known for their friendly bloodying, now and then. When at last they stopped, they almost crawled 
to the wall, leaning against it, panting and groaning. Not saying a word, merely nodding at each other 
as if they’d both seen something the two youths could never see, the two elders left, their interest lost.

“Never say I stole again.” Alekhaneros grunted, tired.
“You left me, same-blood,” answered Gheshvirbrod between pants.
“We’d all have died if I hadn’t brought the Clan, Gheshvirbrod,” came the muffled answer, as 

Alekhaneros whipped blood from his mouth with the back of his sleeve. “I did not leave you. I tried to 
save you, you fool.”

“And yet I almost died because you were not there,” said the Gheshvirbrod. “A female flanked me, 
while I was down. I was sure you had my flank covered. It was chance that kept me.”

“I told you once,” came the answer, Alekhaneros looking far. “You rely on your following too much.” 
Gheshvirbrod did not respond and Alekhaneros went on. “Don’t ever call me a thief or a craven again. 
We could have killed the Thane, the two of us. I believe that. Then what? We would have died and all 
the rest from that day with us. Berbheridh’s clan would have sought compensation for their Thane’s aghm 
and our clan would have had already lost some of their most skilled warriors. The battle would have 
happened on their terms so even if our Clan would have won one day, they’d be weak and challenged 
again and again to extinction.”

“That is good. That is accepted. It is our way,” Gheshvirbrod said, calmly. “I fear it is too late for you 
to understand this, anymore, same-blood.”

Alekhaneros did not respond to that. He did not speak for a long time. The two just stayed there, 
calming their breath. People and automata passed before them, patrols and off-duty warriors. From far, 
they could hear the clan furnaces roaring under the command of one of the Sorcerers. Then, knowing 
the metal had been heated, the automata resumed their forging, their clangs echoing through the 
corridors. The Hold gong boomed the change of the sixth Watch. 

“Tall men,” Alekhaneros tried to change the subject “are alive. A memory of meeting them was told 
to me by the patrols. Some claim we could make trade with them, like before the Great Quake.”

“What would they have to offer? They know not of aghm.”
“I am not sure. But I heard this talk. Some Thanes speak of it.”
“I heard this too,” answered Gheshvirbrod. “But I expect they will decide otherwise. Tall men are 

thieves and weak, scavengers. Like some dragon, they live on the labour of others. Three times already 
have small groups tried to steal relics from the sealed halls. One of them managed to sneak unnoticed but 
the patrols saw the broken chains and gave chase. They were found but we will be putting more guard 
duties there. In two Rosters I am assigned patrol to the upper levels.”

There was a pause, surprised.
“You said ‘I’. ‘I am assigned’ you said,” noted Alekhaneros. “You will not take your following?”
He did not get a reply and, nodding, asked no longer. 
“They survived the Long Cold,” he commented after a while “and now are spreading once more. 

Perhaps they are tougher than you say.” 
The lack of response threw them back to silence for some time. In the end, Alekhaneros broke it once 
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more.
“They say much aghm will be given to you, after the battle. I won’t be given much, I expect, since I 

run. Maybe I will even loose some. But you could try to join the Dragon Slayers, as you wanted when 
we were maghena. I would be proud if you did, same-blood.”

Again, no response. Alekhaneros tried once more. A hint of pressing sadness, mingled with anger, 
painted his voice.

“The lost Draegbhrud will keep hurting the Clan,” he tried. “Perhaps tall men stole it? Or perhaps, we 
make another. We go deep, you and I, same-blood! We descend, you the Slayer, I your following, like 
we planned! We will kill a dragonspawn, make a new Draegbhrud!”

Still, Gheshvirbrod would say nothing. His eyes looking far, his head turned sideways, he just sat in 
silence. Alekhaneros knew what his words had meant. He just waited for him to accept it. Alekhaneros 
did not. He cursed and spat and got up.

 “I did not steal your aghm, nor did I run from the fight. I did not abandon you. I saved the clan,” 
he said and left.
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Dheukhorro

Darkness. 
Darkness and silence. 
He had walked in both for long, following tunnels that went far below the living Hold. He had 

passed through the fungi farms, he had passed through the mines, he had passed through the Ardent 
tunnels and the wide halls made for the Drakes. He had passed through natural tunnels and hand-made 
passages, opened by those faithful who wished to pay homage to the Ancestors. Where the tunnels had 
caved, he reopened them, his hands, his axe and a chain his only tools. 

Some claimed that all Holds had at least one passage that run all the way down to the Chamber of 
War, where the Dheureghod, the Breaking of the Chains, happened and the Dweghom were forged 
from War and Fire and Earth. He shivered with reverence at the thought, even if no Memory confirmed 
these tales. Even if this was not the path that the first Dweghom forged, it was still the path many had 
walked, in challenge, in desperation or in Pilgrimage. 

He had not been challenged. It had been his choice. He was not desperate. He was not like those who, 
be it by old age or lack of aghm, sought the relief of a worthy death. And while he felt reverence and 
contemplation shower his thoughts, he was not following the footsteps of those who had walked these 
passages in Pilgrimage. He did not seek to be confronted by the evils that lurked in these depths, he did 
not wish to prove his dedication to the freedom War had offered, like the Ardent. No. 

He was hunting. 
There was no word for this in his tongue. The closest words would mean ‘scouting’ or ‘patrolling’. 

The words did not satisfy him. They did not convey the meaning of what he was doing, what he felt, in 
his bones. This was no routine thing, carried out again and again by many before him and that would 
be carried out by many after. Only few had done what he was trying. Only few and they had broke the 
world while doing it. 

Duties turned to Rosters. Rosters turned to Commands. How many, he did not know. There were no 
Watch gongs in such depths. Only silence. Silence and darkness. So he kept walking in both, his sole 
companions in his March. At first, he welcomed them. He had imagined them even before his choice 
and he had almost craved for their embrace. To think in peace, to decide for himself, to make sure of 
his decision yet again. Then he valued them, for he knew they meant safety.  For there were things in 
the deep. Mindless creatures, of stone, of slime and mud, of metal raw and metal forged, of fire and 
magma, given burning madness and an adamant will to destroy. Life was pulled here and other things, 
snakes, lizards, rats, even defective, rogue automata would roam in these depths, by accident or some 
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pull unknown, to be defiled and baptized in the twisted Will of the Burning Deep. So he valued the 
silence and the darkness. To walk in them was to walk in safety.

Deeper and deeper he went, so much so he felt much difference on his beard’s length, and the sounds 
of his own making were the only sounds he heard. When the thought occurred to him, he felt a weird 
power of omnipotence. All change around him was of his own making, all talk came from his own lips. 
Like Primordials or gods of tall men, all that happened was of his design. He started laughing loudly, 
kicking stones and scratching walls, singing in the darkness and the world obeyed and bent under his 
will and carried out his sacred voice. Then one day, he heard something not of his design.

A first, mad thought was to get angry. Who dared? Who dared challenge him in his domain? Rational 
thought came second: His own laugh resonated, his own noises echoed back. Then came doubt: what 
if it was no echo? 

His trusted companions turned on him. Darkness became a veil. Silence became a trap. The solitude 
he had craved turned into certainty of death: no one was coming. No one was here. When the things in 
the Deep sniffed him out, he would die, alone. 

Then came the mad times, the dark times, the times when paranoia ruled supreme. On the worst of 
days, he’d spent all of his waking Watches on the same spot, weapon drawn, trembling in fear in the 
dark, screaming angry taunts and challenges into whatever hid at the corner of his eye. Other times, he 
would stay as silent as he could, barely breathing as he tried to control his panicked pants. He would 
simply listen, as hard as he could, his ears straining to pick up something, anything, in the dark. At first, 
he waited with fear. Then he got used to the fear. He accepted defeat. He waited for his suffering to be 
over. A sound would almost be welcome, if it came. Then it did. 

There was a soft, the softest, crack on stone. 
The first time, he jumped up, screaming, bringing his weapon in his hand. He dropped it in his panic, 

and it fell with a clang that made him run, knowing he would be tracked. Nothing happened. Twice did 
sleep come to him, before he mustered the courage to go back and pick his weapon. The third time sleep 
tried to come, weapon tightly held in his embrace, but never came. His ears buzzed horribly, a low soft 
constant vibration in his drums. Since then, the noise only left when he forgot about it, then suddenly it 
would boom, rolling in his mind again, as if louder than before.

Then, despite the buzzing in his ears, he heard another crack on stone. Then another. He tilted his 
head, this time staying his ground. A pinch of dirt crumbled. The salt in a rock formation whispered 
as it rolled. Another rock cracked. And the buzz slowly, blissfully, turned into a background rumble of 
an entire world turning. At that moment, the unimaginable weight of that world above taught him what 
aghm meant.

He laughed and never feared again. He tied his beard in knots to keep from stepping on them and 
he continued his descent. 

       *  *      *

Light. Light and heat. 
It must had been a rodent once. The two burning stalactites at the front of the maw that resembled a 

mouth seemed to fit, as did the form and its moves. It even had a tail like a rat. Well, he thought, dashing 
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and sliding under it, as it cracked like a whip right where he had been standing a moment before. Almost 
like a rat. Liquid, heated stone dripped from the crack, splashing on the wall of the corridor behind him. 
Annoyed, the creature turned to face him, just as he was getting up. He did not see any of this. He had 
already seen the burned flesh, the naked skin as hard as black stone where it was crisped, the eyes of 
ruby fire, the maw that opened wide, too wide for any living thing. Instead, his own eyes half-shut, for 
they still hurt in the light, he started running. There was no intimidating roar, no angry screech. The 
creature simply rushed after him. 

And the hunt was on. 
He grinded his teeth, hating the burning feeling on his feet. He had left the boots behind, who knows 

how many Rosters ago, and he had loved the naked stone against his feet but this was the creature’s 
domain. Stone had been made smooth and slippery from melting, the rock around drunk by the heat 
the creature emanated. His whole body was drowning in sweat, a rare occurrence for a Dweghom, but 
his feet felt the worst, actually touching the burning stones. He had avoided the place for a long time, 
while observing the creature, staying away until his body grew accustomed to the light and heat once 
more. Neither had happened, not to the degree he remembered himself being able to withstand. So he 
attacked, easily confusing any who would happen to witness him as he was being chased by the creature. 

There was no way to outrun it, that he knew. If its four legs and size, easily as large as a tall man, did 
not make that evident, the endless Watches of observation had. So he run as fast as he could, the creature 
closing the gap between them with every stride. Then the heat on his back rose. It was his signal. He 
lowered his gravity centre by bending one knee, the other leg extended to help him keep his balance, as 
he pivoted, axe swinging blindly behind him. It landed squarely on the creature’s lower jaw, the blow 
barely enough to crack the hard, burned flesh. Small, bright drops of ever burning blood showed on the 
wound and nothing more. He never saw this. He was already turning and starting to run again. 

The whip tail cracked, his back slashed and burned at the same time. He cried in pain, his step faltering 
but he knew that would be his death. Groaning against the pain that would claim him, he pushed himself 
to run once more. The tail cracked again, whooshing as the flaming whip closed around his ankle. He 
cursed, trying to twist and slash at the tail with his axe but he was pulled and lost his footing, landing 
on his back. He tightened his neck and saved his head from landing to the smooth stone beneath him, 
his mind racing. He tried to slash at the tail swinging near his leg but could not reach. Before he could 
try once more, the creature was above him. He rolled to the side just in time to not be pinned by its leg, 
the skin of which showed flaming pores as it landed where he had been. Again he swung his axe, this 
time trying for the cheek. Again he missed, hitting the hardened neck. No more than a scratch appeared, 
bleeding burning liquid. He cursed at his success when it dripped on his belly, just before he screamed 
from the burn. 

And then, the creature laughed.
He felt the hair on the back of his head rise. It had made a repeating exclamation, though it sounded 

as if the noise it made came when it inhaled, feeding air to the flames inside. A soft, hissing, sizzling 
sound, like wet wood burning. That was its laugh. And it was a laugh. Looking at the mad intelligence 
in the gleaming eye that observed him with sadistic satisfaction made sure he knew. Bitter taste of terror 
filled his mouth, his eyes widened in disbelief. This was the first intelligence he’d seen in Ancestors knew 
how long. And it enjoyed the pain it caused him. Its tail, having freed his ankle, cracked on his torso. 
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He screamed. It laughed. Again it cracked, his hand rushing to protect his face. Again it laughed, louder, 
the flames inside it roaring in a cackle.

He tried to crawl away, only to be toyed with by its legs, as the whip kept cracking on him. He was 
being humiliated. His body taken from him, slash by slash, burn by burn. His life grated piece by piece. 
His pride dismantled with every laugh. His worth being stolen by its toying. He felt angry. He felt 
despair. And then he felt something he had forgotten.

He felt challenged. 
He grabbed the tail as it slashed at him once and while it slipped away, it gave him an opening. 

Wishing he had his chain with him, preferably wrapped around his hand, he punched the creature right 
in the small wound he had opened earlier. The creature was surprised, more than it faltered. It mattered 
not. Next, he stroke with the axe. 

The creature hissed as the flames hissed inside it, fed by the air the wider wound provided. He 
screamed as more burning blood fell on him. He lifted the axe again. Angry flames dancing in its eyes, 
the creature lashed, its stalactite teeth searching for his head. He leaned back, raising his left arm, offering 
it for the bite. The offer was taken. His cry of pain mingled with his cry of anger as he lowered the axe 
with the right hand.

MOAGHM DORH!
The Deep echoed. The tunnels whose whispers he had heard carried his voice. The stones whose 

cracks and moves he’d learned to listen, vibrated with his battle cry. The darkness that quietly embraced 
him for so long broke its silence and screamed for everyone to witness this Dweghom’s worth. Even the 
earth above seized its constant rumbling song, listening, witnessing, as if Eä herself hummed his battle 
cry for just a moment.

The axe fell on the creature’s nozzle under the scream of the Dweghom and the tunnels. It faltered, 
letting his hand go. Panting, he took a couple of steps back himself, looking. It took steps back too, 
blood, burning in bright yellow, flowing freely from the wound, the axe still stuck on its nozzle. He 
waited. 

The creature inhaled, the air sending its whole body in an infernal blaze, the heat brighter than he 
expected. He covered his eyes and face from the heat but soon it was over. He looked and the creature 
looked back, hatred, malice, destruction dancing in its eyes. 

He ran and the chase started anew. Without a weapon, without armor, wounded and winded as never 
before, he pushed himself to limits he did not know he could reach. Still, the creature was drawing closer 
with every stride. Not feeling his legs, he moaned from the effort, his whole body begging the mind to 
finally be allowed to rest. A little more, his mind screamed with every step, just a little more! The creature, 
closer still, opened its mouth, each step bringing the fangs closer to its target. He yelled and, once more, 
he let himself fall, sliding.

His chain, nailed from side to side of the tunnel, slid inside the creatures mouth… and it kept going, 
slicing its cheeks to a wide, twisted smile, its own weight and force working against it. It did not fight 
but neither did it die, burning liquid drooling from its slashed jaw and cheeks. It stayed there, stuck, fear 
dancing in its eyes, not able to move, the Dweghom panting a few feet away, lying on his back. 

He finally got up when he caught his breath and stood before the creature. He did not speak, he did 
not gloat. He just watched as the liquid kept running from it, its body deflating as the burning blood left 
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its body. He almost felt sorry for it when it squeaked weekly, before its light faded completely and only 
a husk skin remained hanging from the chain. His axe clanged as it fell. 

He looked at the bright river flowing behind it, cooling slowly but steadily, until the light faded 
completely and darkness fell on him again. Only then did he move. Grunting, he leaned to take his 
axe from the ground but he paused. A glow came from the cavern ahead. Another light came from the 
cavern behind. He picked the axe, eyebrows furrowed. 

A Dweghom walked, eyes flaring, hair and beard blazing softly, axe shining as if burning on its inside. 
The body was deformed, obsidian implants and metal torso being forged in the body, a fuming mask 
covering the face. Two others were coming from behind. He rose his axe, tired but with little choice. 

“Alright,” he said to the Flame Berserkers. “Who’s first?”
One spoke, voice muffled and hoarse, breaking like crackling fire. 
“Dhorro deaghm.”
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Thane

He heard the word wherever he went. They would say it to address him. They would plead with it as 
they asked for him to recognize their aghm. It had almost become his name. They even spoke it now, 
as he walked in the corridors of the Clan halls, inspecting the preparations. Officers would speak it as 
they saluted. Soldiers resting or packing would rise to their feet and say it, nodding in salutation as he 
passed. Cadets gathering their equipment would scream it with revered admiration, their Drill sergeants 
and caretakers repeating it, grimacing with pride. Labourers would mutter it, while lowering their heads 
in shame for their condition. Drake riders would yell the word from atop their beasts as they prepared 
their canons. 

Azdhaen, they’d say. 
The word made him cringe though he never showed it, adding the element of fire or burning to his 

title as Dhaen, Thane. It had overshadowed who he once was, his old name unused, almost forgotten, 
and that would make any Dweghom uncomfortable. Besides, he was not a Flame Berserker, if anything, 
his limited Gift was of Earth, not Fire, or so his Descent had made him believe. But he never fought 
against its use. The uneasy feeling it gave him was good, a reminder of the very belief he had forged and 
which had forged him back: a Dweghom is defined by his following, much like a following is forged 
by its leader. His Flame Berserkers, ever present, was what he considered his own following. The Clan 
was ever a Thane’s following. He was now both a Dweghom, an individual, and a Thane. The title, 
Azdhaen, was fitting. But it was not his name. 

He walked away from the grand hall, two of his Flame Berserkers following some paces behind. They 
always did. There were more of them in total, although even he did not know exactly how many. They 
came and went as they pleased, but two of them would always be near him. He had not heard a word 
from any of them, apart from the two spoken at the end of his Descent. They hadn’t protested or showed 
they disagreed in any way. They rarely did. If they did not like something, they would simply not do it. 

He left them behind, as he ignored the stairs that led to the battlements above. Like when he and his 
same-blood did as kids, he climbed the chain and reached the ledge over the Hold’s gate. 

“Azdhaen,” his commander said, saluting, as he jumped on the ledge, where his council waited. “We 
are on schedule. The Watch will be over soon, we can begin with the gong.”

He nodded, satisfied. 
“Clans?” he asked.
“Idhebridsûn follows, as does Khodwersûn,” a captain reported. “Less than a Duty behind, I’d say. 

Aledhsûn was supposed to be with them but we saw them not.”
“There is War below, Azdhaen,” said his War Priest, Ikhimbridh. “The King decreed that all who 
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leave may not return to the Hold then tried to stop the Aledhsûn. Clans came to both sides. The living 
Hold is in flames.”

“Do we return, Azdhaen?” asked his commander. “Defeating the King could make you one.”
He shook his head.
“We do not return,” he said. “We do not look back. We have called. Those who answered will be 

remembered when we reclaim the stolen blade. Those who did not may war each other for petty aghm, 
remembered by no one but themselves.”

Grunts of approval spread around him. 
“The second wave of patrols?” he asked and again the commander had the report ready.
“The Memory of the first wave is confirmed, Azdhaen. The tall men of the cold lands, beyond the 

Wide Water, lay siege on Aul’Domn. They claim they seek a lost Dragon Blade for someone.”
“For whom?”
“They will not say. But they know our word for it.”
“What of the others?”
“More of our observers can confirm, Azdhaen,” said a captain this time. “The tall men and the Exiles 

have fought and will fight again, soon, not far from here.”
“We know where?”
“About. The surface is too wide, steel’s sake.” They all chuckled, including the Thane. 
“Scout ahead” he said in the end. “Find me ways for the Expedition to reach their fields unseen. I 

want Exiled blood.”
“We will lose time, Azdhaen,” suggested his sorcerer. “The blade may be moved.”
“We will not lose time. We will warm up” answered the Thane. “And I am more concerned about 

who told the Northmen where to find a Blade. What of the traitor?”
“He is here,” they said and they made way, revealing a knelt Dweghom behind them. The Thane 

looked down, his white eyebrows gathering like smoke over his wrinkled eyes. 
“Help him up,” he said. “Remove the chains.”
“Azdhaen, it is-”
“I spoke. No Dweghom kneels.”
It was done. The traitor was helped back on his feet, his hand released from the steel shackles. He did 

not look the Thane in the eyes but kept his head low. He was expected to.
“You betray me, yet again, same-blood,” the Thane said in the end.
“I never betrayed you,” came the answer in a low voice, then, with a chuckle “Well. I did try to kill 

you last Duty. But before that, never.” 
The Thane chuckled too. 
“It wasn’t the first time,” he said. “But you did not try to kill me, same-blood. You tried to kill your 

Thane.” He spoke with sadness. “I cannot ignore that.”
“I do not expect you to.”
“Good,” the Thane said. “We understand each other. The old matters are long behind us. Yes, I was 

broken then by your treason.”
“To this, I will insist, same-blood,” came the prisoner’s answer. “I never betrayed you. You abandoned 

me in combat.”
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“I saved your life,” said the Thane. “You left me out of your following. I was your best and you-“
“You were not my best! Your aghm”
“Look around you and speak of my aghm again!” the Thane snapped with a scream, motioning around 

them and below, where a whole clan was waiting. He then sighed, calming himself. “But I learned much 
since we parted. You were right in many things you said, same-blood. But you never really understood 
them. I will teach you.”

“You never understood!” the prisoner yelled, starring at the Thane angrily with his one good eye, 
screaming in his face. “You still don’t! Look at what you’ve done! You’ve defied the King, ignored the 
Thanes, broken the Hold in two!”

“The Hold is always broken in two!” The Thane laughed, manically almost. “Do you not see? It is 
always broken in two or three, or twelve or hundred little pieces!” The Thane’s voice boomed around, 
echoing in the sealed halls. He leaned closer, the two old Dweghom starring each other squarely. “That 
is our way!” the Thane said mockingly then went on. “You always said that. But you are wrong. That is 
our curse, same-blood! We each wage petty little wars around ourselves without meaning. We turned the 
very weapon of our freedom into the shackles of our kind, fearing our own blessings, our own strength, 
putting numbers and measures in our very freedom. We try to limit them, while we pretend to revere 
them! It was sufficient for a time. But during my descent, I heard something, same-blood. I heard the 
world spin. I heard Eä and I heard the war she wages with forces unseen. I heard history unfolding as 
the world turned and the Dweghom were not part of it. I heard the drums of War calling from above.” 
Taken aback by the passion in the Thane’s voice, the traitor just looked at him with an alarmed look 
on his face. The Thane turned his back to him, looking back into the hall and corridors he came from. 
“I hear them still,” he went on, “louder than ever. How can you not? Thud-thud, they go, same-blood. 
 Thud-thud, at the beating of my heart. And now that we learned another Hold may have our Dragonblade, 
we will do what? Ignore them? No. They sound too loud for such a small Hold.” He raised his voice, 
deepened it to echo and it thundered, so that all the Clan gathered could hear him.

“We struggle for aghm, we follow tradition, we pit ourselves into the fires of War to be forged!” People 
rose as his voice reached them, they stood at the call of their Thane. 

“I say, these Halls are small! I say, I hear the call of War beyond!”
“AZDHAEN!” came the response from his clan and the Hold boomed by the thunder of their cry.
“I say, there are bigger Wars to be fought!”
 “AZDHAEN!” cried again the crowd.
“I say, there are bigger Wars to be won!”
AZDHAEN!
“I say, if our blade was stolen, we take it back!”
AZDHAEN!
“I say, let the world break in the process if it must!”
AZDHAEN!
“I am Alekhaneros!” he said in his deep, loud voice, thumping his fist on his chest with passion. 

“Called Azdhaen, Thane of Clan Dheubrodsûn! And I’d rather be a Thane of a clan remembered by a 
world, than a King of a Hold that all forget!” He looked upwards, like an angry, mad prophet, calling 
the world as witness.
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“EÄ! MOAGHM DORH!”
He pulled his axe, grabbed it with both hands, eyes widened, lips snarling. Then, with a scream, he 

lowered it on the chain he had climbed.
Silence fell, as sparks sprouted from the metals clashing. Everyone held their breath, but for the Thane 

who panted. 
The metal left a sigh, heavy, broken, prolonged. 
Then it cracked.
Clangs of giant chains breaking fell like thunder in the closed hall, cogs unseen rolled loudly. Screeching 

from years of no use, the giant doorway opened. Light poured in the dusty, sealed upper floor of the 
Hold, pure unfiltered sunlight. An entire clan of Dweghom raised their hands to shield their eyes, 
grimacing with annoyance. Many hesitated. 

“Clan!” called the Thane. “MARCH!”
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Epilogue

The calm music of the pianoforte travelled softly in the air, spreading around the Baron’s house. Soon, 
the harp joined in, the two sounds dancing together in a sweet, soothing symphony. The Baron had 
spared no expenses for this gathering, the Count of Leona had to give him that. Few houses had this 
new instrument from Gerona. It was easy to forget the distant talks from the great hall beyond the closed 
doors and just focus on the pianoforte’s sound. So unique, so soft but so demanding at the same time… 
The Galan, artistic heart of the Count melted. As, he presumed, was the intention of the Hermann 
Theist before him.

Dressed in a Bishop’s breastplate and robes, Baron Mikael von Kürschbourgh poured his most expensive 
wine, then a brandy for himself. He brought his guest his drink, who nodded, smiling pleasantly. 

“Thank you, Your Grace,” he said. “Your hospitality truly enslaves my heart.”
“I reserve the best for my most valued allies, Count Palatine,” answered the Baron, “and the most 

terrible of vengeance for my enemies.” The Count smiled pleasantly and raised his glass.
“To the most valued allies,” he toasted “and to vengeance for our enemies!”
They drank a sip, the Count analysing the taste of the smallest of gulps, a habit widespread among 

Galan nobility. For the quality of wine, they said. For the danger of poison, most thought.
“I came here thinking I would enslave you, my good Baron,” he said, teasingly, as he nodded towards 

the carved, wooden box on the table ”but I dare say your gala surpasses my every attempt in splendour. 
“Did you have a chance to look at my gift, yet?”

“Alas,” said Mikael. “I have not. The preparations…”
“Oh, splendid!” he was interrupted. “I had hoped I would have the chance to present it properly!” 

The Count reached for the box and, with careful moves, undid the straps. He then opened it, almost 
ritualistically, and turned it so that its content faced the Baron. 

“A sword offered can be an insult, Count. Or a surrender,” teased Mikael. 
“Oh, I would never carry this sword in battle, so no surrender I am afraid,” said the Count with a 

soft chuckle. “And it is no weapon of man, so I assure you no insult was intended either. No, my good 
Baron. It is a gift, a most splendid gift, if I dare say so myself, of no equal.”

The Baron, nodded, urging him to go on.
“This sword has been in my family for generations, some say since we first came to settle these lands, 

after the Fall.”
“It is a Dweghom sword, Count,” he said. “I’ve seen its kind before, though I do not possess one, I 

admit.”
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“Ah, my friend!” exclaimed with satisfaction the Count. “But this is no mere Dweghom sword. It is 
a story in my family that this is one of the Dragonblades. Its making is no different than others of its 
kind, that is true. But if the story is true also, then this sword was used, thousands upon thousands of 
years ago, by a Dweghom warrior in the war against the dragons. In fact, for a weapon to be named a 
Dragonblade it must have tasted the blood of a dragon. If this is true, my good Baron, few could bring 
you a gift more fitting. A weapon to kill monsters to an agent of Theos seems fitting in these times.”

Something sparked in the eyes of the Baron.
“If nothing else,” went on the Count, eyeing him “it is of pure Dweghom steel, possibly with a 

Silubaster core for extra strength. We have always kept it oiled, but there is literally no sign of rust in it 
for the last six hundred years at least. The only flaw is this stain that will not leave for any reason. I like 
to think it’s the stain from the Dragon’s blood.”

“If that story is true,” the Baron said, looking at the blade, almost entranced as he neared it, “then this 
is a magnificent gift indeed, Count.” He reached for the blade, putting his brandy down. “Besides,” he 
went on, lifting the blade with obvious strength and knowledge of weaponry “a good story is a powerful 
gift in itself. This could become a symbol, Count. A weapon equal to the Ashkelus of Saint Gheorg…”

“Alas,” the Count sighed dramatically. “I would not use this blade in the open, my good Baron. The 
Dweghom almost broke the world to get their freedom once. While I dare say the world is safe from 
breaking, imagine what they would do to claim it back. They are quite mad, you know, the lot of them, 
if history is to be believed.”

“Perhaps,” said the Baron, staring at the blade in his hands. “Perhaps you are right,” he said again, but 
would not put the sword down.

The Count sipped some wine, hiding his smile. It was so easy to play a Hermann, he thought.




